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1.



Our Earth



(a)



for the development of life. There are huge mineral sources like coal, petroleum, raw metals and natural gases etc. inside the earth crust in less depth. This layer is also known as lithosphere. (b) Mantle: It is below the earth crust there is about 2900 km thick layer made up of heavy rocks is called Mantle. This is the middle layer of the earth and covers the core from all sides. This layer contains the rocks in which Silicon, Oxygen, Iron and Magnesium are found as chief elements. The temperature of the upper portion of this layer varies from 900°C to 1000°C. Therefore maximum rocks are found in molten state in this layer which is called magma. This magma comes out of volcanoes during explosion in the form of hot lava. (c) Core: Core is actually made up of two layersa liquid outer core and solid inner core. The radius of inner core is about 1300 km. An outer core about 2250 km. thick surrounds the inner core. The hot outer core is probably a region of constantly churning liquid. It contains mostly the iron and nickle elements. 4. How is atmosphere suitable to life on the earth? Ans. Atmosphere is suitable for life in the following ways– 1. We get oxygen for breathing in the atmosphere. 2. Plants get carbon dioxide to make food. 3. Nitrogen gas controls burning process in atmosphere and also used in fertilizers. 4. Atmosphere also controls the temperature of the earth. 5.The ozone layer present in the stratosphere, protect us from ultraviolet rays of the sun. 5. What is water cycle? Describe with diagram. Ans. Water Cycle– Water from the water



Give answers the following questions in detail : 1. What do you understand by solar system and give important information about its family? Ans. The solar system contains the sun, nine planets, their satellites, small planets, comets and meteorites.Only the sun has its own light. The other planets and the moon shine due to the reflection of light. 2. What are the necessary conditions for the existence of life on the earth? Ans. Necessary conditions of life on earth are(a) Right distance from the sun and favourable temperature of the earth. (b) Appropriate mass of the earth and water. (c) Gravitational field which maintain the balance of atmosphere on the earth. (d) Protective blanket of ozone layer. 3. Describe the internal structure of the earth with diagram.



Ans. Internal structure of Earth:- The earth has 3 layers (a) The earth's crust: It contains that portion of the earth surface where we live. The thickness of the earth crust varies from 35 km to 60 km. The three–fourths part of the earth surface is covered with water. The earth crust is important for all living beings, because it contains all the necessary things 3
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bodies and animals activites get evaporated due to heat of the sun.



iv- Pacific Ocean v- Antarctic Ocean 4. From where do the fishes take oxygen for breathing in seas? Ans. The fishes get oxygen for beathing by dissolved oxygen in water. 5. What are the main components of atmosphere? Ans. Main components of atmosphere are Oxygen - 21% Nitrogen- 78% Other gas live carbon dioxide, argon, sulphur dioxide, water vapour etc-1%. 6. What is soil? Write the names of layers of soil. Ans. Soil is loose, upper surface of the earth. It is precious and fundamental resource of human beings. It has 3 layers. i- The top soil ii- The sub soil iii- The parent rock (c) State True or False : Ans.1.The mantle layer comes between the earth crust and the core. True 2. Atlantic is the deepest ocean. False 3. The maximum activities of seasons take place on stratosphere. False 4. Venus is the nearest planet to the earth. True 5. Seismograph measures the depth of the earth's crust. False (d) Name the following : Ans.1.The gas which does not help in burning. Co 2 2. The planet next to the earth mars 3. The scientist who gives information about the existence of the solar system astronomer 4. The brightest planet venus 5. The layer which protects the earth from harmful ultraviolet rays ozone layer (e) Solve the crossword puzzle with help of the clues given below : ACROSS 1. Atmosphere contains 21% of this gas.



When the water vapour reaches upto an optimum height, it becomes cool and in the form of small droplets of water forms clouds. Lastly these droplets fall on earth in the form of rain and this rain water fills up into the seas, oceans, rivers, ponds, wells etc. From these places it evaporates into water vapour and enter the air. This process is recycled continuously. It is called water cycle. (b) Give answers to the following questions in brief : 1. How are the clouds formed? Ans. When the water vapour reaches upto an optimum height, it becomes cool and in the form of small droplets of water forms clouds. 2. What is evaporation? Ans. On heating, water changes into water vapours, it is called evaporation. 3. What do you understand by oceans? Give their names. Ans. Oceans- 71% of earth surface is covered with water. The maximum water present on the earth is in the form of very big water bodies called oceans? There are five oceans on the earthi- Indian Ocean ii- Arctic Ocean iii- Atlantic Ocean 4
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2.



Upper most surface of the earth, essential for plants to grow. 3. A ring of our surrounding earth. 4. Only living planet of Solar System. DOWN 5. Portion of water on earth. 6. A compound that freezes at 0°C must for all forms of life. 7. Innermost layer of earths crust. 8. Layer of earth where we live.



Ans.



2.



Our Environment



(a) Give answers to the following questions : 1. What is environment? Write its types. Ans. All the living and nonliving things which surround an organism with which it interacts is called its environment. The two main groups of environment are(i) Biotic or living environmentContaining all plants and animals. (ii) Abiotic or nonliving environmentContaining air, water, soil, light, temperature, rain, etc. 2. What do you understand by habitat ? Ans. The place, where organisms live, is called their habitat. Eg. fish live in pond. Monkeys live on tree. 3. Write the difference between the biotic and abiotic environments. Ans. Biotic environment includes all living thing plants and animals.While abiotic environment includes nonliving factors like air, water, soil and light. 4. Explain food chain with example. Ans. Food Chain- A food relationship in which one living thing is consumed by another, is called food chain. eg.



5.



How do scavengers keep the environment clean? Ans. Scavangers keep the environment clean by feeding on the bodies of dead animals. E.g. crow, eagle, etc. 6. Write the difference between autotrophs and consumers. Ans. Autotrophs are the green plants which make their own food by the process of photosynthesis. They are also called producers. While all animals are consumers as they depend on plants for food directly or undirectly. 7. What is recycling and how is it helpful? Ans. Changing of waste useless materials into useful materials by processing, is called recycling. It is helpful as it not only gets rid us of waste 5
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7. 8.



The eagle is a micro-decomposer. False Carbon monoxide is a water pollutant gas. False 9. The frog is an amphibian. True (d) Name the following : Ans. 1. Six products we get from plants : (i) Pulses (ii) Oil (iii) Suger (iv) Fruits (v) Vegetables (vi) Seeds 2. Three omnivores. (i) Crow (ii) Man (iii) Dog 3. Six products we get from animals. (i) Milk (ii) Egg (iii) Meat (iv) Honey (v) Leather (vi) Wool 4. Three sources which cause air pollution. (i) So2 (ii) Co (iii) Excees Co2 (e) Choose the correct option : Ans.1. Which one is the decomposer in the following: (i) green plants (ii) tiger ✓ (iii) rabbit (iv) fungus 2. The food chain starts from : (i) autotrophs ✓ (ii) carnivores (iii) herbivores (iv) decomposers 3. One is the herbivores in the following : ✓ (ii) lion (i) cow (iii) plants and trees (iv) vulture 4. Human body contains water : (i) 40% (ii) 50% (iii) 70% ✓ (iv) 80%



materials but creates useful materials. E.g. Different plastic materials can be reused and reduce pollution by recycling. 8. What is hibernation? Ans. Some animals go under the ground to sleep during winter to protect themselve from extreme cold. Their life activities slow down during this period. E.g. frog and lizards. (b) Fill in the blanks : Ans.1.Rubber is obtained from plants. 2. Water, air, carbon dioxide and light is helpful in the process of photosynthesis. 3. Chlorophyll makes the plant green. 4. Herbivores eat only plants. 5. Air is a part of abiotic environment 6. A herbivore is the first link of the food chain. 7. The sun is the primary source of energy. 8. Animals that feed on the bodies of dead animals are called scavengers. 9. The camel is the 'ship of the desert'. 10. Air contains 78% nitrogen. (c) State True or False : Ans.1.All plants and trees are autotrophs. False 2. Climate changes everyday. False 3. The process of photosynthesis continues round the clock. False 4. We exhale oxygen in breathing. False 5. Decomposers are the first link in the food chain. False 6. Green plants absorb the energy from the sun. True



3.



The Nature of Matter



(a) 1.



iv- Magnetic Attraction v- Transparency vi- Diffusion 2. Distinguish between, mixture and compound. Ans. Compound 1. The elements are in definite proportion. 2. Elements are chemically combined in a definite proportion.



Give answers to the following questions : What is matter ? Describe its general properties. Ans. Any substance which has mass and occupies space is called matter. Important properties of matteri- Sulubility in water ii- Conduction of heat iii- Conduction of electricity 6
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3.



The elements can be separated by chemical process only. 4. Its properties are quite different from the properties, of its constituent elements. 5. There are definite boiling and melting points. Mixture 1. The elements are in indefinite proportion. 2. Elements are physically combined. 3. The elements can be separated by physical process only. 4. Its properties are not different from the properties of its component elements. 5. There are no definite boiling and melting points. 3. Describe the three states of matter with labelled diagrams. Ans. Matter can exist in three states–solid, liquid and gas. At ordinary temperature (at room temperature) wax is solid, water is liquid and carbon dioxide is gas.



Liquid : The matter that has definite volume but no definite shape is called liquid. The position of molecules in a liquid is not fixed. In liquid the intermolecule space is more than in solid. They do not attract each other so strongly. The molecules can move around in liquid. Therefore, the liquids have no definite shape. The liquid poured in the vessel acquires the shape of the vessel. Gas : The matter that has no definite volume or shape is called gas. In gases, the molecules are so far apart that there is hardly any attraction among them. Therefore, they move around independent of each other. Hence, a gas has no fixed shape and volume.



Solid : The matter that occupies definite space and shape is called solid. In solids, the molecules are very tightly packed. As they are very close to each other, the inter space is less but they attract each other very strongly and the positions of the molecules in a solid are firmly fixed. As a result, it is difficult for than to make movements. Therefore, the solids have a definite volume and shape.



4.



What are the components of the water molecule ? Why do solids have definite shapes? Ans. The components of water molecule are two parts hydrogen and one part of oxygen by volume. 7
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Solids have definite shapes because they have strong molecular force of attraction and minimal inter molecular space. (b) Fill in the blanks : Ans.1. An element contains only one kind of atoms. 2. Liquids have no definite shape but they have definite volume. 3. Liquids get their shapes again. 4. An object through which things are seen very clearly is called transparent. 5. Nickel and Iron are attracted by the magnet. 6. Metals are the conductor of heat. 7. Iron is a metal. 8. In the liquid state, matter can exist in indefinite position. (c) State True or False : Ans.1. Every liquid dissolves in another liquid. False 2. Wood and ply are transparent objects. False 3. The boiling point of water is 0°C. False 4. The elements present in mixture lose their properties. False 5. Gases can easily be compressed in comparison to solids. True 6. Liquids have no definite volume and no definite shape. False 7. As the pull of gravity decreases, an object's weight also decreases. True (d) Choose the correct option in each : Ans. 1. The wax of a candle dissolves (i) in kerosene oil ✓ (ii) in water (iii) in mustard oil (iv) in castor oil 2. Gas in a vessel (i) spreads in the whole vessel ✓ (ii) spreads in the bottom (iii) does not spread at all (iv) spreads in the upper portion only 3. Soda water contains (i) oxygen (ii) carbon dioxide ✓



(e)



(iii) hydrogen (iv) nitrogen 4. Kerosene oil is (i) sand ✓ (ii) liquid (iii) gas (iv) water Choose solid, liquid and gas from the following matter: Water, air, sugar, kerosene, ice, glass, oxygen, nitrogen, milk, methane, iron and mercury.



Ans. Solid- sugar, ice, glass, iron Liquid-water, kerosene, milk, mercury, Gas- air, nitrogen, oxygen, methane. (f)



Write short notes on the following :



Ans. 1. Volume- The space occupied by an object is called its volume. 2. Density- The mass per unit volume is called density. 3. Conduction of heat- The object which allow heat to pass through them are called conductors of heat and this property as conduction of heat. e.g. Metals are good conductors of heat. 4. Magnetic attraction- Some substances are attracted by the magnet as iron, nickel cabalt, etc. This property is called magnetic attraction and such substances are called magnetic substances. 5. Transparency- The substances that allow light to pass through them are called transparent substances and this property is called transparency. e.g.Glass, diamond are transparent. 6. Diffusion- The tendency of liquids and gases to spreading and intermixing with each 8
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other is called diffusion. Diffusion in gases



7.



Space occupied by an object.



is very fast.



8.



Mass per unit volume of a substance.



e.g. When we light an incence stick



9.



Pure substance, made up of only one kind



(agarbatti) in the corner of a room, its smell



of atoms.



spreads all over the room instantly. (g)



Ans.



Solve the crossword puzzle with help of the clues given below:



ACROSS 1.



Expands most on heating.



2.



Takes shape of container, fixed volume.



3.



Elements are mixed in fixed ratio.



4.



Pull of gravity on a body is its.



5.



A material through which light can pass.



DOWN 6.



State of matter having fixed shape, size and volume.



3.



Passage of heat or electricity through any object.



4.



Separation of Substances



(a) 1.



magnifying glass, is called homogeneous mixture. e.g. Sugar solution, air, soil, stainless steel, etc. 3. What is separation ? Why is it needed ? Ans. Some substances are used as such but some substances are used after removing their components from it. It is called separation. Need of separation (i) To remove undesirable components. (ii) To remove harmful components. (iii) To obtain useful components. (iv) To obtain pure sample of substance. 4. What is sublimation? Ans. The process in which solid directly changes into gaseous state without going through



Give answers to the following questions : What do you understand by mixture? How many types of mixture are there? Ans. A substance which is masde up by mixing two or more substances in any ratio physically, is called a mixture. e.g. Air is a mixture Smoke is a mixture Mixtures are of two types(a) Homogeneous mixture (b) Heterogeneous mixture 2. What are homogeneous mixtures ? Give examples. Ans. A mixture in which its components are mixed very finely and uniformly so that they cannot be seen through naked eyes or 9
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liquid state, is called sublimation. Such solids are called sublime, e.g. camphor, ammonium chloride, etc. 5. What is crystallization? Ans. Crystallization: The process of separation of pure substance in the form of crystals from a saturated solution is called crystallization. e.g. We can obtain alum crystals from its saturated solution. 6. Which types of mixture can be separated by hands? Ans. When in a mixture, undesirable substances are different from the food grains in shape, size and colour we can remove them by handpicking. e.g. small pieces of stones present in wheat or pubes, are removed by hand picking. 7. What do you mean by loading ? Ans. Loading is process of speeding up sedimentation process by making the particles heavier by adding some chemicals to the mixture. e.g. we add alum to the muddy water to speed up sedimentation. (b) Fill in the blanks: Ans.1.Cream is separated from milk by centrifugation. 2. Sublimation is used for the separation of camphor from common salt. 3. Winnowing is used to separate grains from the husk. 4. Two immiscible liquids can be separated by the method of filtration. 5. Filtration is used to separate solid directly into liquid. 6. The air in which we breathe is a homogeneous mixture. 7. Common salt from the sea water is purified by combination of various methods. 8. For the separation of iron filing and soil mixture we will need magnet. (c) Choose the correct option : Ans.1.The purity of substance is measured by (i) colour (ii) quantity (iii) boiling/melting point ✓ (iv) source



2. The mixture of tea leaves and iron filling can be separated by the method of (i) sieving (ii)handpicking (iii)magnetic separation ✓ (iv)evaporation 3.A mixture of iodine and sand can be separated by (i) decantation ✓ (ii) centrifugation (iii) filtration (iv) sublimation 4. An immiscible solid can be separated from a liquid by the process of (i) evaporation (ii) distillation ✓ (iii) centrifugation (iv) a funnel 5. A mixture of salt and iron filling can be separated by (i) magnetic separation ✓ (ii)evaporation (iii) distillation (iv) filtration (d) Difference between the following : Ans. 1. Decantation and loading. Decantation- It is the process of pouring out the liquid without disturbing the sediment. Loading-It is method of speeding up sedimentation by adding some chemical to the mixture to meke the particles heavier. 2. Filtration and sieving. Filtration(i) By this method we can separate insoluble solid from the liquid. (ii) It is done with the help of filter paper. Solid remains on the filter paper and liquid drawn out through the minule pores of filter paper. Sieving(i) By this method we can separate a mixture of solid and solid. (ii)It is based on the different size of particles. It is done with the help seive, having small pores in it. 3. Handpicking and winnowing. Handpicking- This method is used when the unwanted material is present in small quantity and different in shape, size and colour. e.g. Stones from the wheat. Winnowing- This method is used when one component of the mixture is lighter than 10
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the other. The mixture is dropped from the height. e.g. farmers separate grains from husk. 4. Filtration and decantation. Filtration- This method is used to separate insoluble solids from the liquids. e.g. Tea leaves can be separated from the tea by this method. Decantation- The removal of clear water without disturbing the sediment or solid is called sedimentation. e.g. Sand and water can be separated by this method. (e) Write the method you would use to separate the following mixtures : Ans. 1. Pure water and the tap water- By filteration method. 2. Camphor, salt and iron fillingIron filling- By magnet. Camhor- By sublimation Salt will be remained 3. Water and petrol. By using separating funnel. 4. Water, coconut oil and common saltFirstly cocunut oil will be separated by using separating funnel. Then by evaporation of salt solution will give rise salt. 5. Wheat grains and husk By winnowing 6. Chalk powder and iron filling. By magnetic separation 7. Rice and gramBy hand picking and sieving (f) Solve the crossword puzzle with help



of the clues given below : ACROSS 1. Two liquids soluble in each other. 2. The process in which a solid directly changes to gaseous state on heating. 3. The process of increasing the rate of sedimentation. DOWN 4. The process of separating heavier particles from a suspension by whirling. 5. The process of separating a mixture having particles of different sizes. 6. The process of separating an in-soluble substance from a suspension by using a filter. Ans. (a) Give answers to the following questions :



5.



Changes Around Us 2.



What do you understand by desirable and undesirable changes? Explain with examples. Ans. Desirable Change- A changes which is useful to humans is called desirable change. e.g. Ripening of fruits, formation of manure, etc. Undesirable Change- A change which is



1. Name different types of changes? Ans. Different types of changes are(i) Desirable and undesirable changes (ii) Periodic and non-periodic changes (iii) Reversible and irreversible changes (iv) Fast and slow changes (v) Physical and chemical changes 11
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harmful to us is called undesirable change. e.g. spoiling of food, earthquakes, floods in rivers etc. 3. Differentiate between periodic and nonperiodic changes. Ans. The changes which occur again and again after a fixed interval of time is called periodic change. For example change of seasons, phases of moves. While the changes which do not repeat themselves at regular intervals of time are called nonperiodic changes- for example occurance of earthquakes or accidents, spoiling of milk, etc. 4. Differentiate between physical and chemical changes. Ans. Difference between physical and chemical changes Physical Changes 1. No change in composition. 2. No new substance is formed. 3. It is usually a temporary change. 4. It is a reversible change. Chemical Changes 1. Change in composition. 2. New substance is formed. 3. It is a permanent change. 4. It is an irreversible change. 5. Give two examples of each of exothermic and endothermic changes. Ans. Examples of exothermic change1. Burning of match stick 2. When water is added to quicklime. Examples of endothermic changes1. When ammonium chloride is dissolved in water 2. Changing of water vapours into water. 6. Explain slow change with example. Ans. The changes which take longer period of time to complete as day, months or years, are called slow changes. Examples1. Growth of a tree 2. Change of seasons 3. Ageing of man. 7. Explain the reversible and irreversible



changes with example. Ans. Reversible Change- A change which can be reversed is called a reversible change. Example-



Irreversible change- A change which cannot be reversed is called an irreversible change. Example- (i) germinaton of seeds (ii) Burning of paper (iii) Cooking of food (b) Fill in the blanks: Ans.1.Melting of the candle wax from solid into liquid is a physical change. 2. The formation of curd from milk is chemical change. 3. The bursting of crackers is a chemical change. 4. The changes that lead to the formation of new substances are called chemical changes. 5. The rotation of a fan is a physical change. 6. The formation of days and nights is a periodic change. 7. Lighting of a tubelight is a physical change. 8. Melting of a candle is a chemical change. (c) State True and False : Ans. 1.Energy is absorbed or evolved in all changes. True 2. Eruption of a volcano is a periodic change. False 3. Formation of clouds is a fast change. False 4. Cooking of rice is a physical change. False 12
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5.



The oscillation of a pendulum of clock is a non-periodic change. False 6. In the physical change, the molecules that make atoms gets change. False 7. Breaking of a porcelain dish is a chemical change. False 8. In the preparation of pan, when 'katha' is placed with quicklime it is a chemical change. True 9. When the glassware is broken, the configuration of the pieces of glass, changes. False 10. Lighting of an electric bulb is a fast change. False (d) Choose the correct option : Ans. 1.Which of the following is a fast change? ✓ (i) Burning of a matchstick. (ii) Freezing of ice-cream. (iii) Change in season. (iv) Formation of days and nights. 2. Which of the following is a chemical change? (i) Formation of solution. (ii) Glowing of electric bulb. (iii) Melting of glass. (iv) Rusting of iron. ✓ 3. The change in which energy gets absorbed. (i) Freezing of ice. (ii) Dissolution of ammonium chloride in water. ✓



(iii) Condensation of vapour. (iv) Dissolution of limestone in water. 4. Which of the following is a periodic change? (i) Burning of paper. ✓ (ii) Falling of leaves from a tree. (iii) Melting of wax. (iv) Growth of humans and trees. 5.Which of the following is a non-periodic change? ✓ (i) Blowing of air. (ii) Rotation of the earth. (iii) Growth of animals. (iv) Evaporation and condensation of water. (e) State the reason for each of the following: Ans.1. Cooked food is stored in a refrigerator– To avoid spoiling of food. 2. Common salt is stored in an airtight container – To protect it from moisture. 3.Rotation of the electric fan is a periodic change– It takes place in fixed interval of time. 4.Ripening of fruits is a chemical change– Because it is irreversible. 5. Iron sheet is coated with tin before making a cane– To protect it from rusting. 6. Melting of ice is a reversible change– Because the process can be reversed.



6.



Measurement



(a) Give answers to the following questions : 1. What is measurement and why do we need its units? Ans. Measurement means the comparison of an unknown quantity with some known fixed quantity of the same kind. The known fixed quantity is the unit of measurement. We need the units of neasurement to measure different quantities accurately.



2.



What is metre scale used ? What are the precautions taken while measuring the length? Ans. A metre scale is used to measure length. Following precautions should be taken while measuring length– 1. Keep the ruler exactly along the length to be measured. 2. Never use worn out portions of the 13
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instrument. 3. Keep your eyes vertically above the point where the measurement is to be taken. 3. What precaustions should be taken while measuring the volume of – (a) Mercury (b) Water Ans. (a) Mercury– In case of mercury, the level is convex. The reading should be taken at the upper meniscus. (b) Water– In case of water, the level is concave, the reading should be taken at the lower meniscus. 4. Give the difference between fundamental and derived quantities. Ans. The units of those quantities are independent of each other are called fundamental units. e.g. meters for length, kilogram for mass and second for time. While the units of other quantities which are expressed with the help of there fundamental units are called derived units e.g. square metre for area, cubic metre for volume and metre per second for speed, etc. 5. Draw the labelled diagram of the clinical thermometer. Ans.



8. What is density ? Write its unit. Ans. Mass per unit volume of a body is called density.



S.I. unit of density is gram/cubic centemetre. (b) Fill in the blanks : Ans. 1. The S I unit of length is metre. 2. The long distances more than one metre are measured by inchtape. 3. A balance is used to measure the weight. 4. Volume of liquids is measured in litres. 5. One hour has 60 minutes and 3600 seconds. 6. Clinical thermometer measures the temperature of human body. (c) Write the following statements in correct form : Ans. 1.



One millimetre is equal to



metres.



2. 3. 4.



Millimetre is the unit of length. Second is the S I unit of time. The normal temperature of human body is 37°C. 5. 1 cubic centimetre = 10–6 metre3. (d) Choose the correct option in each : Ans. 1. The S I unit of length is : (i) centimetre (ii) kilometre (iii) decimetre (iv) metre ✓ 2. The S I unit of time is (i) minute ✓ (ii) second (iii) hour (iv) year 3. The temperature of a healthy person is : (i) 37.0°C ✓ (ii) 36.0°C (iii) 98.4°C (iv) 90.0°C 4. The S I unit of mass is : (i) kilogram ✓



6.



Are the beam balance and weight correct or not; how will you decide? Ans. In a correct balance the handle is attached to the central axis. Thus the beam is able to move freely on the central axis. The beam must have stamp of the weights and measures department of the government on both sides of the central axis. 7. What do you understand by volume and what is its units? Ans. A space occupied by an object is called its volume, si unit of volume is cubic centimetre. Volume of liquids are measured in litres. 14
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(ii) tonne (iii) gram (iv) decigram (e) Solve the crossword puzzle with help of the clues given below : Ans. ACROSS 4. Unit to measure the temperature. 5. Standard unit of time. 6. Instrument used to measure time. DOWN 1. Used to compare masses. 2. Necessary for measurement.



Ans.



7.



Characteristics of Living Organisms



3. (a)



in the presence of sunlight. This process is called photosynthesis. 4. What are unicellular organisms ? Ans. The organisms, which are made of single cell, are called unicellular organisms. eg. Amoeba, paramecium, etc. 5. What is stimulus? Ans. Anything, which produces a reaction in any living organism, is called a stimulus. eg. Plants till towards sunlight. Human beings are sensitive towards heat, cold, joy, etc. 6. What is the meaning of reproduction? Ans. The ability of living things to produce young oncs of their own kind, is called reproduction. 7. How does excretion take place in plants? Ans. Plants excrete through stomata and lenticels in the form of water vapours. Their waste products are also exescted as gum, latex, resin etc. 8. Explain the meaning of biology. Ans. Biology is the branch of science in which we study special charateristics of living beings their classification, their activities and their environment.



Device used to measure temperature. Give answers to the following questions : 1. Write 5 differences between living and non-living things. Ans. Living things 1. Living things grow 2. Living things respire 3. Living things excrete 4. Living things reproduce 5. Living things need food Non Living things 1. Non-living things do not grow 2. Non-living things do not respire 3. Non-living things do not excrete 4. Non-living things do not reproduce 5. Non-living do not need food 2. What are the common characteristics of living and non-living things? Ans. Common characterstics of living and nonliving things– 1. They have mass and volume. 2. They are made up of different units. Living things are made up of cells while non-living things are made up of molecules. 3. What is photosynthesis ? Ans. Green plants make their our food with the help of corbon dioxide, water and chlorophyll 15
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2.



Give the three differences betweens plants and animals. Ans. (1) Plants remains fixed– Animals move from are place to another. (2) Plants grow throughout life – Animals grow upto a certain age. (3) Plants are autotrophs – Animals are heterotrophs. 3. Give five differences between living and non-living things. Ans. Living things (1) Living things are made up of cells. (2) Living things can breathe. (3) Living things grow. (4) Living things reproduce. (5) Living things need food. Non-living things (1) Nonliving things are made up of molecules. (2) They do not breathe. (3) They do not grow. (4) They do not reproduce. (5) They do not need food. (e) Classify the following into the living, non- living and dead things. 1.curd –L 2.car –N 3.pen –N 4.pencil –N 5.apple –L 6.candle–N 7.wood –D 8.child –L 9.honey –L 10.hillstone –N 11.atom –N 12.milk –L 13.hen –L 14.cell –L 15.handkerchief –D 16.book –N 17.egg –L 18.horse –L



(b) Fill in the blanks : Ans. 1. All organisms have some spcial characteristics. 2. All things can be divided into living , nonliving and dead. 3. Living things are divided into plants and animals. 4. Amoeba is a unicellular organism. 5. The average lifespan of man is nearly 75 – 80 years. 6. Green plants have chlorophyll. 7. The process of getting rid of waste materials is called excretion. 8. Plants make their own food. 9. All organisms are made up of cells which is called cellular organisation. 10. The process by which living things give birth to the same type of living things is known as reproduction. (c) Match correctly : Ans.1.Cellular structure living things 2. Autotrophs green plants and trees 3. Leather dead 4. Herbivores goat 5. Euglena unicellular organism 6. Energy food 7. Grape creeper 8. Cell wall trees-plants (d) 1. Give the four characteristics of living things. Ans. (1) Living thing are made up of cells. (2) Living things breathe. (3) Living things grow. (4) Living things reproduce.



8.



Types of Living Organisms and Their Classification



19.euglena –L 20.paper. –D Answer the following questions in detail. 1. What is classification and why do we need to classify of organisms? Ans. Grouping of organisms on the basis of



similarities, is called classification. Classification makes the study of organisms easy. 2. What is binomial system of clasifcation? Ans. Binomial system of classifcation is given by carolus linnaeus. In this system, each



(a)



16
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organism has two names. The first name is the genus, that always begins with capital letter and second name is species, that always begins with small letter. There names are acceptable all over the world e.g.(i) Scientific name of man is Homo-sapiens. (ii) Scientific name of mango is Mangifera indica. 3. Differentiate between vertebrates and invertebrates ? Ans. Vertebrates are the animals which have backbone while the invertebrates are animals without backbone. 4. Differentiate between herbs, shrubs and trees. Herbs Ans. i. They are small in size ii. They have soft and non woody stems iii. They have short life span Shrubs i. They are medium sized ii. They have hard and woody stem with many branches iii. They have lifespan is longer than herbs. Trees i. They are tall plants ii. They have tall with a single main trunk iii. Their life span is more than shrubs as they survive for many years. 5. How are trees, plants different from animals? Ans. Plants 1. Plants are autotrophic. 2. Plants remain fixed at one place. 3. Plants grow throughout their life. 4. Plants have special regions of growth. 5. Plant cells have cell wall, large vacuole and chloroplast. Animals 1. Animals are heterotrophic. 2. Animals move from one place to another. 3. Animals grow upto certain age 4. Animals do not have special regions of growth.



5. Animal cells do not have cell wall, chloroplast and vacuole is small or absent. 6. Differentiate between mesophytes, xerophytes and hydrophytes. Ans. DifferencesMesophytes Plants that grow on land and require conditions of well balanced moisture for their survival are called mesophytes eg. Mango, neem. Xerophytes The plants that are adapted to grow under dry conditions are called xero phytes eg. Cactus. Hydrophytes The plants that grow in water are called hydrophytes eg. Lily, lotus. (b) Answer the following questions in brief : 1. What is a habitat ? Ans. Habitat- The place where an organism lives is called its habitat. eg. Fish, crabs, crocodile line in water. Water is their habitat. 2. What are perennial plants ? Ans. A plants that live for more than two growing seasons is called perennial plant.eg. Neem, mango, guava. 3. What do you understand by species ? Ans. A species is a group of similar organisms which can interbreed among themselves. eg. Human beings living in different parts of the world belong to the same category Hemo sapiens. 4. What are hydrophyte plants ? Ans. The plants that grow in water or very moist ground are called hydrophytes e.g. Lotus, water lily, etc. 5. Write examples of molluscs and coelenterates. Ans. Examples of molluscs are shail, octopus, conch, etc. Example of coelenterates are hydra, gelly fish, coral, etc. 17
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6. What are saprophyte organisms ? Ans. Organisms that feed on dead or decomposed bodies of plants and animals, are called saprophytes. e.g. Mushrooms, fungi, etc. (c) Fill in the blanks : Ans. 1. Green plants make their food in the presene of water, carbon dioxide and chlorophyll. 2. The lifespan of perennial trees is more than two seasons. 3. Backbone animals are called vertebrates. 4. Bougainvillea is a shrub. 5. Lice is a parasite. 6. Tapeworms are parasites which take food from living organisms. 7. Basil (Tulsi) is a herb plant. 8. The largest animal in the world is blue whale. (d) Choose the correct option : Ans. 1. Green plants are (i) Parasite (ii) Autotrophs ✓ (iii) Saprophytes (iv) Heterotrophic 2. An invertebrate is a (i) Snake (ii) Earthworm ✓ (iii) Frog (iv) Sparrow 3. A mammal is a (i) Mouse ✓ (ii) Fish (iii)Bird (iv) Snake 4. A tree is a (i) Peepal ✓ (ii) Sunflower (iii) Mustard (iv) Rose 5. An amphibian is a (i) Lizard (ii)Dog (iii) Frog ✓



(iv) Snail 6. Blackberry is a (i) Mesophyte ✓ (ii) Xerophyte (iii) Hydrophyte (iv) None of these 7. A parasite (i) Euglena (ii) Paramecium ✓ (iii) Amoeba (iv) Chlamydomonas (e) Classify the following into herbs, shrubs and trees: Ans. Herbs Shrubs Trees Carrot Jasmine Banana Basil(Tulsi) Rose Neem Mango Coconut (f) Write the scientific names of the following : Ans. Lion – Felis, leo Frog – Rana, tigrina Peacock – Pavo, crystatus Mango – Mangifera, indica Man – Homo, sapiens (g) Match correctly : Ans. 1. Man Mammal 2. Insect Termite 3. Crane Bird 4. Sunflower Flowering plant 5. Parasite Amoeba 6. Arthropod Crab 7. Basil (Tulsi) Herb (h) Classify the following into vertebrates and invertebrates : Ans. Vertebrates Invertebrates Fish Octopus Duck Grasshopper Snake Cockroach Lizard Cricket Wasp Honeybee Earthworm



18
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9.



Structure and Functions of Living Organisms



Centipede Answer the following questions in detail : Describe the root system of a plant. What are two specific functions of roots? Ans. The part of plant body which fixes it to the soil is called the root system. Functions of Roots– 1. It fixes the plant to the soil. 2. It absorbs water and mineral from the soil. 2. Describe the structure of flower with labelled diagram. Ans. Flowers contain the reproductive organs of plant. A flower has following four parts. (i) Sepal – Outermost green leafy structure which protect the flower. (ii) Petals – Leaf like coloured and attractive part. There attract the insects and help in reproduction. (iii) Stamen – It is the male part of the flower. Stamen has two parts filament and anther. Anther contains pollen grains. (iv) Carpel or Pistil – It is the female part of the flower it has 3 parts– (i) Stigma (ii) Style (iii) Ovary



main organs– (i) Nose and throat – We take air through it. Mucus in the nose moistens the air,Hair in the nose clean the air into throat which moves through the wind pipe. (ii) Trachea – As the air passes from the throat into the trachea or windpipe and move downward. (iii) Bronchi – Soon the air reaches a place where the trachea branches into two tubes.Each of these tubes is called bronchus.The thinnest branches lead to grape like cluster of tiny balloons called alveoli. Which make up the tissue of lungs.



(a) 1.



4.



Describe the circulatory system with labelled diagram. Ans. Circulatory System- The system of organs that transports blood throughout the body is called circulatory system. It has following parts1. Heart 2. Blood 3. Blood vessels Functions1. The circulatory system delivers food and oxygen to the body cells and carries carbon dioxide and waste products away from the body cells.



3.



Describe the respiratory system with labelled diagram. Ans. The respiratory system has following 19
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2. It also maintains the body temperature . Heart : It four chambered. It has two auricle and two ventricle. The heart works as pumping station. Blood : It has liquid part plasma. Blood cells. i. Red blood cells ii. White blood cells and iii. Platelets The red colour of the blood is due to the presence of heamoglobin in Rbc. (iii) Blood vessels- There are of 3 types. a. Veins- Carry unpure blood b. Arteries- Carry pure blood c. Capillaries- Very thin blood vessels. They make a network. They connect veins and arteries.



2. They are found close to the skin. Describe the role of the small intestine. Ans. Digestion process completes in small intestine with the help of digestive juices. Digested food is absosbed through the walls of small intestine and remaining material passed to large intestine. (b) Answer the following questions in brief : 1. What are the main functions of roots? Ans. Main functions of roots are– 1. They fix the plant to the soil 2. They absorb water and minerals from the soil. 3. They hold the soil together and prevent soil erosion. 2. Which part of the flower makes fruit? Ans. Ovary changes to fruit. 3. Write the four functions of stems. Ans. 1. It is a mean of contact between plant and its parts like branches, leaves, fruits and flowers. 2. It keeps the plant upright. 3. It transports the water and minerals to various parts of the plant body. 4. It helps the plant to receive sunlight. 4. Write any two unicellular organisms. Ans. Amoeba, paramecium. 5. How many organs does the digestive system have? Ans. Digestive system has following organs– 1. Mouth. 2. Oesophagus 3. Stomach 4. Small intestine 5. Large intestine 6. Name different types of teeth in man. Ans. There are 4 types of teeth in man 1. Incisors 2. Canines 3. Premolars 4. Molars 8.



5. Define the nervous system. Ans. The system that controls all the activities of the body is called nervous system. It is made up of i. Brain ii. Spinal cord iii. Nerves 6. What are the functions of skeletal system ? Ans. Functions of skeletal systemi. It protects the delicate organs of the body as brain, heart, lungs, etc. ii. It provides definite shape to the body. 7. Distinguish between an artery and a vein. Artery 1. They carry pure blood away from the heart. 2. They are deep sealed in the skin. Vein 1. They carry unpure blood towards the heart. 20
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7.



Describe the heart with a labelled diagram.



excretory system. The tiny pores present in leaves are called stomata. 8. Arteries carry pure blood to the different parts of the body. (d) State True or False: Ans. 1. The sugarcane has fibrous roots. True 2. The brain is the part of the nervous system. True 3. Snakes have ears. False 4. Plants keep their food only in the fruit. False 5. Potato is a root. False 6. In cactus, the leaves are modified into spines. True 7. The stamen is the male organ of the flower. True 8. Ginger is a modified stem. True 9. The skin makes the body cool and dry.True 10. The function of the skeletal system is to remove excretory products from the body. False (e) Write one word for the following : Ans. 1. This organ maintains balance in the body. Cerebellum 2. These blood vessels carry blood from the heart. Arteries 3. The portion of the digestive system, where the digested food is absorbed. Small Intestine 4. This conducts the urine to the urinary bladder. Ureter 5. These organs help in the synthesis of food. Leaves (f) Match Correctly : Ans. 1.Heart Heartbeat 2.Fibrous root system Maize 3.Ginger Underground stem 4.Kidney Excretory system 5.Tongue Salivary gland 6.Mustard Tap root system 7.Spinal cord Nervous system 8.Cuscutta Parasite 9.Cactus Spongy and fleshy stem 7.



Ans.



Heart : The human heart is made up of four chambers. A thick wall of tissue separates the heart into right and left sides, It has two auricles left and right and two ventricles, left and right. 8. Describe the male and female reproductive systems. Ans. Male reproductive system- Male reproductive system has two testes. Sperm are produced in testes. Female reproductive system- Female reproductive system has two ovaries.Eggs are produced in ovaries. (c) Fill in the blanks : Ans. 1.The teeth that help in the chewing of food material are called premolars. 2. Saliva contains a chemical substance scalled ptyalin. 3. Carbondi oxide is the waste product of the respiration process. Mango is the plant of the tap root 4. system. 5. Leaves are green because they contain chlorophyll. 6. Urinary bladder is an organ of the 21
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10.Leaves Food factory (g) Choose the correct option : 1. Which of the following possesses fibrous roots ? (i) Balsam (ii) Wheat (iii) Marigold (iv) Tulsi 2. Which of the following is a modified stem for storage of food ? (i) Radish (ii) Sweet potato (iii) Beet (iv) Turmeric



3.



4.



5.



10.



Which of the following is a modified leaf ? (i) Spines of cactus (ii) Maize (iii) Sugarcane (iv) Banyan Banyan plant possesses (i) supporting roots (ii) stem tendrils (iii) modified leaves (iv) storage roots Pollen are produced in (i) flowers (ii) ovaries (iii) anthers (iv) fruits



Motion, Force and Pressure



(a) 1.



Answer the following questions : What is motion ? Write the types of motion. Ans. When the position of a body changes with time, with respect to its surroundings, the body is said to be in motion. Types of motion – i. Translatory motion ii. Random motion iii. Circular and rotatory motion iv. Oscillatory and vibratory motion v. Periodic and non-periodic motion v. Uniform and non-uniform motion 2. Distinguish between the oscillatory and vibratory motions. Ans. Some objects move as a whole, “to and fro” or “back and forth”along the same path without any change in shape. This type of motion is called oscillatory motion.While the “to and fro” motion of any one part of a body from a mean position while other parts remain stationary, is called vibratory motion.



eg. The motion of the needle of sewing machine is oscillatory while the motion of string of sitar shows vibratory motion. 3. Distinguish between velocity and speed. Ans. Velocity– Velocity is the rate of change of motion in a specific direction. Speed– The rate of change of motion is called speed. 4. What is force ? What are the effects of force? Ans. The force is a pull or push exerted on an object which changes or tend to change the state of rest, stops moving or changes its direction or shape. Effects of force– 1. Force can change the state of rest or motion 2. Force can slow down or stop the moving body 3. Force increase the speed 4. Force can change the direction 22
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3.The force of attraction of the earth to the object is called pressure. Wrong 4.The unit of force is newton. Right 5.S I unit of time is pascal. Wrong (d) Match correctly : Ans. 1. The motion in which each particle moves with the same speed Translatory motion 2. Pull or push that moves an object or stops moving is called Force 3. Movement of a body without changing its place about a fixed place Rotatory motion 4. Heartbeat Periodic motion 5. 1 Newton force per unit square metre 1 pascal 6. Unit of force Newton (e) Write the following statements in the correct form : Ans. 1.The motion of a sewing machine is a oscillatory motion. 2.The motion of a car on a curved road is a curvilinear motion. 3. S I unit of speed is m/s. 4.S I unit of pressure is pascal. 5.In liquid, the pressure proportionable with depth. (f) Write the short note on the following : Ans. 1.Rectilinear motion :- When a body moves along a straight line, the motion performed by it is called rectilinear motion. Eg. A car moving on a straight road. 2.Vibratory motion :- The 'to and fro' movement of some part of a body from a mean position while others remain stationary, is called vibratory motion. eg. string of sitar. 3.Curvilinear motion :- When a body moves along a curved line, the motion described by the body is called curvilinear motion. eg. A ball thrown upward at an angle. 4.Pressure :- The force acting per unit area



5. Force can change the shape of the object What is gravitational force ? On the basis of gravitation, explain the meaning of weight. Ans. 1. Gravitational force : The earth pulls all the objects towards its centre. This pull exerted by the earth on the objects, is called the force of gravity or gravitational force. Weight is basically the force of gravity acting on a body towards the centre of the earth. 6. What is the S I unit of force ? How many newtons equal to the kg. weight ? Ans. SI unit of force is neution or N. 7. What do you understand by pressure ? What is the unit of pressure? Ans. Pressure– The force acting per unit area of the surface is called pressure. 5.



SI unit of pressure is newton/ metre2 or pascal. 8. What is the meaning of atmospheric pressure ? Ans. Atmospheric Pressure – The pressure exerted by the air at any point on the earth is called atmospheric pressure at the point. Atmospheric pressure is measured by the instrument barometer. (b) Fill in the blanks : Ans. 1.The ball projected with an angle is called curvilinear motion. 2.The wheel of cycle has the curvilinear and rectilinear motions. 3.The motion of a pendulum is periodic. 4.The rate of change of motion is called speed. 5.Speed in a specific direction is called velocity. 6.The force per unit area is called pressure. (c) Choose right or wrong : Ans. 1.Mary-go-round moves in a circular motion. Right 2.The movement of the moon around the earth is a curvilinear motion. Wrong



of the surface is called pressure. 5.Rotatory motion :- A motion in which a body moves about a fixed axis without changing its position is called the rotatory motion. eg. a moving electric fan. 6.Periodic motion :- A repetitive motion which 23
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repeats itself after a fixed interval of time is called the periodic motion.eg. Movement of the clock hands, heartbeat. 7.Oscillatory motion :- Some objects move as a whole, “to and fro” or “back and forth” along the same path without any change in shape. The motion of such objects is called the oscillatory motion. For example, a hanging temple bell, a swing. 8.Force :- A force is a push or pull exerted on an object that tends to start moving, stop moving or change its motion. "A force can change the shape of an object or change the direction of a moving object." (g)Crossword : ACROSS 6. Motion of earth around the sun. 7. Force per unit area. DOWN 1. Unit of force.



11.



2. Pressure in fluids is affected by ________. 3. Rate of change of motion. 4. Push or a pull on a body. 5. Unit of pressure. Ans.



Work, Energy and Simple Machines



(a)



Answer the following questions : 1.What is work ? What is the unit of work ? Ans. Work is done when a force acting on a body produces displacement in it. Unit of works is Newton metre. It is commonly called joule. 2. What is energy ? Explain with example and describe its unit. Ans.Energy is the ability to do work.eg. we feel tired after a game because our body has spent energy in order to do work while playing. Unit of energy is Joule (J) 3. What is mechanical energy ? Define potential and kinetic energies with examples. Ans. The energy, which a body possess due to its position, shape or motion is called mechanical energy. It is of two types – 1. Potential energy :- The energy possessed



by an object by virtue of its position, condition or change of shape is called potential energy. eg. The energy stored by an object raised to a height is potential energy. 2.Kinetic energy :- The energy possessed by an object by the virtue of its motion is called kinetic energy. eg. A bullet from the gun. 4. Can electric energy be transformed other forms of energy state with examples. Ans.Electric energy can be converted practically into any kind of energy.For example : 1. Electric energy can be converted into mechanical energy, as in fans. 2. Electric energy can be converted into heat energy, as in electric heater. 3. Electric energy can be converted into light energy, as in case of bulbs. 4. Electric energy can be converted into sound 24
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energy, as in loud speaker. Electric energy can be converted into magnetic energy, as in case of electro magnet. 6. Electric energy can be converted into chemical energy as in case of charging of batteries. 5. Explain with examples the transfor mation of light energy. Ans.1.During photosynthesis, the light energy changes to chemical energy. 2.When light energy falls on the coating of silver salts of photographic plates, it changes into chemical energy. 6. What is lever ? How many types of lever are there ? Write their names. Ans. A lever is a rigid bar or rigid rod that free to move about a fixed point. The fixed point is called fulcrum. There are three types of lever. i. Lever of I order ii. Lever of II order iii.Lever of III order. 7. What is screw ? Give an application of screw in your home. Ans. Screw is an inclined plane that moves around a cylinder to form a spiral. Application of screw :- It is used to fasten two pieces of wood. 8. How can we take care of simple machines? Ans. Following points should be kept in mind to take care of a simple machine– 1. Moving parts of machines should be regularly lubricated. 2. Iron parts of the machine should be painted to avoid rusting. 3. The machines should be protected from dust. (b) Fill in the blanks : Ans. 1.If you stand and hold a book in your hand, you will not be doing any work. 2. Capacity to do work is called energy. 3. The energy possessed by an object by virtue of its position, condition, or change of shape is called potenteal energy.



4. A flying bird has kinetic energy. 5. Lemon sqeezer is a second order of lever. 6. A pair of scissors is a first order of lever. 7. Tweezers are the third order of lever. 8. Machines help us to do more work. (c) Choose the right or wrong : Ans. 1.Light energy can easily flow through the copper wire. ✘ 2. There are four types of simple machines.



5.



✘



3.



Energy can be transformed from one form ✓ to another form. 4. In the third order lever, fulcrum lies between the force and the effort. ✘ 5. A round stair is an example of pulley. ✘ 6. Single fixed pulley is used to lift the heavy weight. ✘ 7. A machine has no danger from dust and dirt. ✘ (d) Write the following sentences in the right form : Ans.1.The energy flow in bulbs is a electrical energy. 2. The chemical energy is found in the cell. 3. The capacity to do work is called energy. 4. All forms of energy can never be created or destroyed. 5. Tweezers are third order lever. 6. The lever in which fulcrum lies in the middle is a lever of first order. 7. Dust, dirt and air decrease the life of machine. 8. A spiral stair is an example of screw. (e) Match correctly : Ans.1.Capacity to do work Energy 2.When force applied to an object to move in the direction of itself Work 3.Raise scooters in your house Inclined plane 4.Energy by virtue of its position Potential energy 5.A cracker energy Chemical energy 6.An arrow energy Kinetic energy 7.An inclined plane that adds two blocks Screw 8.A lemon squeezing device Lever of second order 25
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(f) Write short note on the following : Ans. 1.Light energy :- Light is a form of energy but light does not seem to move objects as it is a very weak kind of energy. However, if a very intense beam of light is allowed to fall on tiny dust particles, they are found to move. Plants use light energy in their food making process of photosynthesis 2. Magnetic energy :- A magnet can easily pull the pieces of iron towards itself. Therefore, a magnet has energy to do work. This energy is called magnetic energy. 3. Law of conservation of energy :- The sum or total of energy in this universe is a constant quantity. It cannot be created or destroyed. However, energy can change from one form to another. 4. Pulley :- A pulley is device to change the direction of force. 5. Wheel and axle :- A wheel and axle is made up of two circular objects. The wheel has larger diameter and turns about the smaller object called the axle. 6. Platform balance :- This balance has a platform for holding the objects to be weighed. Two or more levers are provided in this balance to support the platform when the heavy objects are placed on the platform for weighing, the levers divide their load so that a small weight can be used to balance a load even thousands of times heavier. (g) Choose kinetic and potential energy from the following:



Ans.1.A flying bird Kinetic Energy 2. A stretched catapult Potential Energy 3. Flowing water Kinetic Energy 4. A rolling stone Kinetic Energy 5. The coiled spring in a watch Potential Energy (h) Describe fulcrum, load and effort with the help of labelled diagrams. Ans. 1. Lever of the first order



12.



2.



Lever of the second order



3.



Lever of the third order



Health and Health Science physical, mental and social well being. Causes of diseases :- Main causes of diseases are deficiency of food or balanced diet, dirty water, micro-organisms, lack of exercise and communication with sick persons.



(a)



Answer the following questions in detail : 1. What is health ? What are the causes of disease ? Explain the causes of deficiency disease ? Ans. Health is a general state of person's 26
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2. Ans.



3. Ans.



4. Ans.



5. Ans.



Causes of deficiency disease :- Lack of essential nutrients in food cause deficiency diseases. eg. Nightblindness is caused due to the deficiency of vitamin A. Beri-beri is caused due to the deficiency of vitamin B. What is the role of proteins and carbohydrates in our life? Role of Proteins :- These are called body building food as they help in growth and development of the body, specially in children. We get it from milk, egg, beans, fish, meat. Role of carbohydrates :- It provides us energy to do work. We get it from wheat, rice, potato, sugar, etc. What is the importance of exercise and sleep for our health? Regular exercise keeps body fit and healthy. We should always take part in sports. Regular exercise maintains the circulation of blood. Swimming is a good exercise. Jogging, walking and cycling are also good exercises. Rest and sleep are also necessary for good health like exercise. Our body tissues get repaired by proper sleep.Newborn babies take 16-18 hours sleep.Young adults usually need only seven to eight hours sleep. Elderly people need only six hours sleep. How can we take care of our teeth ? It is important to brush our teeth regularly at least twice a day because if food that is not removed from the crevices in teeth decays, producing acid that attacks the enamel. Also visit regularly to the dentist. What should be done to keep our environment clean? We can keep our environment clean by the following ways– i. By cleaning surrounding regularly. ii. Proper disposal of garbage. iii. By growing more plants. iv. Water should not be allowed to stagnate. v. Social awairnes.



6. Write 5 rules for good health. Ans. For maintaining good health, we should obey the following rules– 1. Always wash your hands before and after every meal. 2. Trim your nails time to time. Also keep them clean. 3. Eyes should be washed with clean and cold water. 4. Never read in very dim or bright light. 5. Take a bath regularly 7. How does an infectious disease spread ? How can we protect us from these diseases? Ans. The disease which spread from a sick to healthy person through microorganisms, is called infectious diseaase. Virus, bacteria, protozoa, etc are agents of spreading infectious disease. Prevention :- The best way to keep from getting an infectious disease is to prevent disease causing organisms from entering the body. This can be done by – i. Unbroken skin ii. Mucous membrane iii. Strong immune system (b) Answer the following questions in brief : 1. What is a balanced diet ? Ans. A balanced diet is that contains all the nutrients in the right proportion. 2. How many types of nutrients are there ? Ans. Basically there are six nutrients carbohydrates, proteins, fats, minerals vitamins and water. 3. What are deficiency diseases ? What is vaccine ? Ans. The diseases which are caused due to the lack of essential nutrients in diet are called deficiency diseases. Vaccine – It is such a kind of substances which is injected into the body to develop our immune (defence) system. 4. Write names of the organisms which spread infectious diseases. 27
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Ans. Virus, bacteria, protozoa are the microorganisms which spread infectious diseases. 5. Why should nails be pared after regular intervals ? Ans. Nails should be pared time to time because long nails can carry germs that cause diseases. (c) Fill in the blanks : Ans.1.Good health means free from diseases. 2. Illness means lack of health. 3. The nutrient elements of food are protein and carbohydrates. 4. Anaemia is caused due to the deficiency of iron. 5. Deficiency of vitamin D causes rickets. 6. Night blindness is caused due to the deficiency of vitamin A. 7. The upper portion of teeth is called crown. 8. Adults need 7 to 8 hours for sleeping. (d) Match correctly : Ans. 1.Teeth Enamel 2.Virus Infection 3.Deficiency of Iodine Goitre 4.Vitamin C Scurvy 5.Television Entertainment 6.Vaccine Infectious bacteria 7.Vitamin A Carrot (e) Choose the correct option : Ans. 1. Salad provides the body with (i) proteins (ii) roughage ✓ (iii) fats (iv) water



2. Putting garbage into a dustbin is a process of (i) oral hygiene ✓ (ii) community hygiene (iii) care of eyes (iv) personal hygiene 3. For good eyesight we should eat (i) sweets (ii) green vegetables ✓ (iii) salt (or namkeen) (iv) ghee 4. Blocking of pond water is harmful because (i) it is the breeding place of mosquitoes (ii) it spreads diseases (iii) It is the dirty water that emits bad smell (iv) all above ✓ 5. Teeth decay because (i) of eating excessive sweets ✓ (ii) of eating fast foods (iii) of keeping teeth clean (iv) All above (f) Classify good and bad habits in the following : Ans. Good habits: wearing clean dress, keeping the house clean, Paring nails. Bad habits: eating open and stale food, putting finger into the nose, rubbing eyes, defecating in the open area, wearing tight clothes, lice infestation in hair, watching television for long hours.
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